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Legislative aspect  

 Human trafficking is a criminal offence, punishable with up to 12 

years in prison. 

 

 Elements of trafficking of person:- 

 Act 

 Means  

 Purpose 



ACT  

Recruitment 

 Transportation 

 Transfer or sale 

Harbouring 

Receipt of person 
 



MEANS  

 Threats or use of force 

 Coercion 

 Abduction 

 Fraud 

 Deceit  

 Abuse of power or vulnerability of the person 

 Giving payment or benefits 



PURPOSE 

 Sexual exploitation 

 Prostitution 

 Slavery 

 Forced labour  

 Removal of organs 



Consent of victim  

It is irrelevant whether consent 

was given by the victim of 

trafficking for exploitation 



White Slave Traffic Act 

 Prostitution is not illegal. Soliciting and loitering are.  

 It is illegal to detain someone against their will in the act of 

prostitution even if the person wilfully entered into prostitution. 

 It is illegal to live off the earnings of prostitution of another person. 

 It is illegal to keep or manage or share with others in the 

management of the brothel or premises used for prostitution 

 The law describes who is involved in management:- 

 Partakes directly or indirectly in the profits 

 Takes an active part in the management  



Local Trends  

 Majority are women 

 Nationalities include:-    Ethnicity:- 

 Chinese       Various, including Roma 

 Moldovan 

 Ukranian       Age:- 

 Russian       Various, including as young as 15 

 Colombian       (grooming) 

 Romanian 

 Bulgrian 

 Thai 

 Maltese  

 Nigerian 



How high is the demand? 

 Alarmingly high 

 

 Massage parlours 

 Strip clubs 

 Flats 

 street 

 Online forums 

 Webpages 

 Facebook groups 

 No need to go to the dark web 



Webpages 

 Eurogirlsescort.com 

 Happyescort.com 

 Malta.topescortbabes.com 

 Escortnews.eu 

 Escort-Europe.com 

 Cityxguide.com 

 Adultlook.com 

 

 



Strip Clubs and massage parlours  

 Continue to remain unregulated 

 Mushroomed over the last couple of years. 

 No need to have a licence to open a massage parlour – falls under 

small business 

 No need to have a special license to open gentlemen’s clubs – all 

you need is a liquor licence 

 Very young women are recruited to lure men in clubs 

 Strip clubs are promoted as places to go for stag nights or boys night 

out 



Forums 

 





Let’s name it for what it is  

 It’s all about gender inequality 

 The causes of trafficking are rooted in social and economic 

inequalities 

 They tend to impact women and girls more  

 It tends to a culture where women and girls are bought and sold 

 It permits a culture where women and girls are objectified 

 Ultimate form of male privilege and male domination 

 



Thank you  


